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As we start this new project, we are ending our summer and autumn and watching things 
start to be dormant for a while before their new beginnings in the spring. Some however, 
are looking into spring, new clothes, and a fresh start after winter. Doesn’t matter where 
you live, it is NEVER too late to “start over” or just start again! Let’s do this, TOGETHER!

We are using four of our six fabrics for our flowers in this clue. You can choose to make 
these blocks or you can put some of the “centre” flowers in these spots. I love this 
exploding block though, shows new beginnings everywhere! Even new methods for 
gorgeous finishes! We will need eight of these if you are making the larger version, four if 
making the smaller version. All our blocks will be 16-1/2” when completed today.

Let’s cut, save those leftovers, we can easily use them again later!  APPLIQUE ONLY!

** Use a 2-1/2” strip and cut on the 45° angles down the strip at 2-1/2”. These will be a bit 
large to give you some fudge space and maybe even needle turn these. Your seam 
allowance IS included in these. (OR grab the template)

Appliqué Advice for the day:
It doesn’t really take that much once you get your stitch length and width (and your speed) 
sorted out, then it just all works. - Kim Anderson

We will need four of these 7-1/2” squares for each completed square. I would put the 
“corner” on each one before appliquéing your flower petals. Please see end result before 
starting your squares.

BACKGROUND Smaller Version Larger Version

7-1/2” WOF strips 4-5 8-9

Sub-cut to 2-1/2” x 7-1/2” 
rectangles 16 32

AND 7-1/2” squares 16 32

FLOWER FABRICS - 
BOTH Smaller Version Larger Version

**Diamond template 32 each flower fabric or a 
total of 64 flower petals

64 each flower fabric or a 
total of 128 flower petals

AND 2-1/2” squares 4 total (your choice) 8 total (your choice)

CONTRAST FABRIC - 
LIGHT/MEDIUM Smaller Version Larger Version

4-1/2” WOF strips 2 4

Sub-cut to 4-1/2” squares 16 32
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Additional cutting chart for those who don’t want to appliqué. These charts includes 
everything you need to accomplish the same blocks as appliqué. They are slightly different 
to make it a bit easier to accomplish.

THESE REPLACE THE CUTTING CHARTS ON PAGE 1. NO APPLIQUE.

*Grab those 3-1/4” squares, we will take 24 (48 larger version) each fabric and cut these 
on ONE diagonal for triangles. We will be using these and the 6” BACKGROUND 
triangles. You will have leftover triangles, set these aside for now. We are assembling 32 
(64) flying geese units. 

Once assembled, press toward the flower fabrics and trim to 2-7/8” x 5-1/8”.

BACKGROUND Smaller Version Larger Version

7-1/2” WOF strips 1 2

Sub-cut to 2-1/2” x 7-1/2” 
rectangles 16 32

6” WOF strips 2 3

Sub-cut to 6” squares 8 16

Cut squares on BOTH 
diagonals for triangles 32 64

2-7/8” WOF strips 2 3

Sub-cut to 2-7/8” squares 16 32

FLOWER FABRICS - 
BOTH Smaller Version Larger Version

3-1/4” WOF strips 3 each fabric 6 each fabric

Sub-cut to 3-1/4” squares *32 *64

2-1/2” WOF strips Scraps Scraps

Sub-cut to 2-1/2” squares 4 total (your choice) 8 total (your choice)

CONTRAST FABRIC - 
LIGHT/MEDIUM Smaller Version Larger Version

5-1/2 WOF strips 2 3

Sub-cut to 5-1/2” squares 8 16

Cut squares on ONE 
diagonal for triangles 16 32
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It doesn’t matter which side your flower fabrics are on, 
but please REMAIN CONSISTENT, making all flying 
geese exactly the same.

Set these aside once assembled and trimmed.

You can cut all the flower fabrics if you wish, I just prefer 
to make HSTs from the square to  make them less 
wonky. I chose to cut only the squares I needed for 
triangles, preferring to make HSTs with squares (2 at a 
time). For this, we need to draw one diagonal line on the 
wrong side on the lighter fabric. Mate these with the 
darker fabric and stitch 1/4” to the left and right of the 
line. Cut on the line, press toward the darker fabric, 
finally square these up to 2-7/8”. OR if you cut all 
squares to triangles, stitch together like this:

Let’s use all 16 (32 for larger version) HSTs and the remaining 
triangles in the flower fabrics to make some triangles. This 
placement is important… we need to make sure the light fabric 
touches the light fabric in the flying geese units. IF you created 
them like mine with the light on the LEFT, this is correct.

Let’s finish this square with the CONTRASTING fabric triangles.

These should now measure 5-1/8” squares, matching the length 
of the flying geese units.

Let’s add the flying geese and those 2-7/8” BACKGROUND 
squares to finish up these 7-1/2” squares.

I assembled these in a 4-patch 
manner. PLEASE make sure 
your flower fabrics touch the 
same flower fabrics like mine.

We need 16 (32 larger version) of 
these to complete the required 
number of blocks for our design.
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We should have some BACKGROUND rectangles and FLOWER FABRIC squares left to 
deal with. Here is our deconstructed and complete 16-1/2” blocks. I assembled these in a 
9-patch manner, three rows of three units.

Deconstructed:

Complete:

These are my pieced blocks.

Here is Kim’s appliquéd block.

Kim used raw edge blanket stitch appliqué here.
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